
As business lawyers, you know firsthand
that internal corporate fraud is very seri-
ous stuff. Therefore, certain trends from
our 2012-2013 investigations should be
of interest to you. Awareness of these
trends is the first step in preventing
fraud. Below are specific ways you can
pro-actively help your clients reduce
their exposure.

It Starts At The Beginning
Competition for better jobs will become increasingly
fierce during 2014. Therefore, expect more falsification
of employment applications---especially resumes.
Bogus credentials and embellished work histories will
compound the problem. Businesses need to realize
that pre-employment screening is absolutely not a
one-size-fits-all process. While college or technical de-
grees are less relevant when hiring a janitor or recep-
tionist, they are critical requirements for technical,
financial, and management positions. Companies will
either pay initially to verify information -- or face cor-
rective costs down the road that will be much higher.
You can help your clients by structuring a pragmatic
verification/research criteria for their various jobs 
and departments.

Who-Knows-Who
Personal relationships between employees and com-
pany vendors have become highly problematic. While
outside services are important to every business, we
believe that much greater oversight is needed. Em-
ployee/vendor relationships can evolve into inappro-
priate personal ones. The negative impacts include
serious ethical compromises such as kickbacks, hidden
(vendor) ownership interests, and questionable “fa-
vors”. Financial hits to the employer’s bottom-line are
the inevitable result. Even if a vendor passes initial
screening, ongoing and vigorously enforced require-
ments must be in place to curb future temptation. At-
torneys are wise to provide vendor agreements for
their clients to use when contracting with outside
services. Requirements such as proof-of-licensing, in-
surance certifications, on-site audits, and banking ref-
erence/release of information authorizations should
be included.
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We Love You (A Lot)
When Mergers and Acquisitions are on the table, 
typically the parties involved are eager for financial gain
and/or an improved business model. However, emotions
from strong personalities (principals) can sidetrack or
minimize the necessary degree of due diligence. In this
information age, there really is no good reason for failing
to be thorough at the onset. With so much at risk, 
we are astounded by how little attention is given to 
conducting thorough research on company executives 
as individuals. Routine inspections of business financial
records and sales forecasts are appropriate, yet grossly 
insufficient.

No Hard Feelings –
Just Give Us Money
Your client has disregarded all or part of the above
warnings and the consequences of litigation are 
looming. Because proper due diligence wasn’t 
done in the beginning and safeguards were largely 
ignored, this is the second-best time to learn more
about adversarial parties.
Remember: what you don’t know can hurt you.
What can be learned at this point will usually help
your case. Call us if we can be of assistance.

Gordon J. Schmidt, CPI, is the president of Palomar Investigative Group, Inc., 
a fully-staffed, licensed and insured agency. With a focus on business-related
matters, Palomar has served California lawyers since 1991.
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